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SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS 

 

 GRUMPY   SNEEZY

               
                DOPEY 

1.Match the following  words from the text  to their definitions : 

a) shy                                   1) a long, narrow box, typically of wood, in which a dead body is buried 

b) hunter                             2) contaminated with poison. 

c) cottage                             3) nervous or timid in the company of other people 

d) dwarf                              4) a person or animal that hunts 

e) poisoned                        5) for the rest of your life 

f) coffin                              6) a small house, typically one in the country 

g) ever after                       7) a person who is much smaller than the usual size 

2.Fill in the following words in the text:  

red apple, ground, about, but , wakes, dwarfs, ever after, stepmother, married, beautiful, hunter, 

forest, man, lets, hungry, cottage, knock, knock,  woman, poisoned, coffin, mirror 

https://www.macmillandictionary.com/dictionary/british/life
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/person
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/small
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/usual
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/size
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   This is a story  _________ Snow White.She is nice and pretty __________very shy .The evil Queen 

is not her mother,she is her______________________.The Queen is always in front of her magic 

_________________ asking: 

”Mirror,mirror on the wall ,who is the most ___________________ of us all?” 

“It’s Snow White” says the mirror.She is very angry so she says to a _____________”Take 

the child into a _______________ and kill her”! 

   But he is a good______________ and  he_____________ Snow White go.It is dark and Snow White 

is ____________ and cold.She sees a little___________ and goes in. 

    Seven _______________ are at home now and they see a lovely girl sleeping in the bed.”You can 

stay in our cottage” they say.The dwarfs are working and Snow White is cooking and cleaning.She is 

very happy with them.  

       ________________!_____________________! Snow White is opening the door.There is an 

old_____________________ with a red apple.Snow White is taking a _______________. But the apple 

is___________________.Snow White is falling to the ___________________.She is now laying on 

the glass __________________. The dwarfs are crying.But a prince is passing by. 

“What a beautiful girl!” he says. He is kissing her and she _________________ up. 

The Prince says to her :”I love you.Come with me to my father’s castle” 

They get ________________ and lived happily __________________. 

 

3.True or false: 

a) Snow White is very talkative .                                                         ………………… 

b) The  stepmother is  the mother’s sister.                                            ……………….. 

c)The Queen orders a robber to kill Snow White.                                ………………… 

d) Snow White gets on well with the dwarfs.                                       …………………. 

e) The story has a tragic end.                                                                ………………….  


